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CASE STUDY
The Italian Airforce equips one of its biggest radar installations with
Syneto Storage to efﬁciently virtualise an old & costly server
infrastructure while achieving Disaster Recovery with fast,
scheduled Snapshosts.
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The Problem
The Italian Airforce was facing increasing costs and impossible maintenance issues with an older server
infrastructure at one of their biggest radar installations. With rising tensions around the world, the
airforce needed a way to easily virtualise the entire existing server infrastructure. The new solution also
needed to be highly scalable to allow for future growth, while ensuring data security with true Disaster
Recovery capabilities.

The Solution
The Italian Airforce deployed a 16TB Syneto ULTRA Series storage array where all the existing servers
were virtualised using the VMware integration feature to dramatically reduce TCO. The storage also
uses a hybrid storage pool with SSDs to accelerate all read & write operations. A second 24TB Syneto
ARK Series storage was deployed to ensure true Disaster Recovery with very low maintenance costs
by making automatically scheduled, fast data Snapshots of the entire infrastructure.

The Benefits
Very low TCO. The radar installation greatly reduces the costs of maintenance for their servers.
Efficient virtualisation. VMs beneﬁt from a big range of Disaster Recovery & Efﬁciency features.
Easy scalability. The airforce can now quickly & cost-effectively grow their storage at any time.

CUSTOMER PROFILE
The Italian Airforce (Aeronautica Militare) was founded in 1923 and is the aerial defence force of Italy.
One of the early adopters of aviation, Italy ﬁrst started flying balloons with the Army Air Service (Corpo
Aeronautico Militare) as early as 1884. In 1911, reconnaissance and bombing sorties by the Servizio
Aeronautico represented the ﬁrst ever military use of heavier than air aircraft. During the
world-shattering events of World War 2, the Italian Airforce fought from the icy steps of Russia to the
sands of the North African desert. After the war, with Italy becoming a founding member of NATO, the
modern Aeronautica Militare was born. The brand new force was equipped with modern aircraft of
international and local build. These included the famous Panavia Tornado, a collaboration between
Italy, West-Germany and Great Britain, which is still in service today.
Today, Aeronautica Militare is one of the best equipped, carefully trained and powerful airforces in the
world. It has over 43.000 personnel servicing 550+ aircraft and a score of modern ground installations.
The Comando Operativo Delle Forze Aeree (Air-forces Operations Command) conducts all operations
of the Aeronautica Militare. The Comando Operativo controls all military radar installations in Italy and
its Gruppo Riporto e Controllo Difesa Aerea coordinates the control of the defence of the Italian
Air-space. The Syneto arrays were installed with 22nd Radar Squadron in Licola which manages 8
separate radar stations around Italy.

THE PROBLEM
Ageing infrastructure

The Aeronautica Militare base
consolidates and stores
information from 8 independent
radar stations at its squadron
headquarters in Licola. The
modern operational
environment imposes certain
retention times and safety
guidelines for the sensitive data
generated by the various
processes and installations
used by the airforce. The
existing infrastructure was
having trouble coping with the
increasing quantity of data as
well as with enforcing safety
and retention policies. The radar
base was looking for a solution
that could handle their existing
and future workload.

Rising ownership costs

The Aeronautica Militare radar
base was using an older
storage and server
infrastructure to process and
store various types of data. This

means everything from high
resolution radar images to
virtual machine data was being
handled by the existing servers.
Due to the growing nature of the
modern data ecosystem and
the need to enforce retention
and safety policies, the existing
equipment was becoming
increasingly expensive to
service and maintain. Another
concerns was the very high
costs associated with
expanding the system to meet
requirements.

Long maintenance times

The radar complex was also
facing issues related to the
maintenance resources required
to keep the older infrastructure
running. The increasing amount
of data and policy constraints,
which are to be expected in a
military installation, was
resulting in huge amounts of
time required for management
and maintenance. The

maintenance tasks for the
storage infrastructure were also
requiring an increasingly high
number of personnel which was
further hurting the already high
costs of ownership associated
with the system.

Need for Disaster
Recovery

The Aeronautica Militare base is
a military installation and as
such, it needs to maintain a
whole array of retention and
safety policies for the data they
handled. They were looking for a
future-proof solution that could
provide transparent and
automatic Disaster Recovery
operations that did not require a
lot of personnel to manage and
maintain. The ideal solution
would virtualise their existing
server infrastructure and offer
efﬁciency technologies to lower
the entire cost of the solution.

THE SOLUTION
Virtualise to reduce total
costs

Aeronautica Militare, with 1° Av.
Capo Scelto Giuseppe Mangia
guiding the entire
implementation, deployed a
16TB Syneto ULTRA Series
array, after spending some time
on testing and researching the
market for different solutions.
The older server infrastructure
was entirely virtualised and the
Syneto solution was chosen to
act as the main shared storage
for VMware virtual machines.
Syneto Storage OS running on
the ULTRA Series uses the
VirtualUnity technology to
smoothly integrate with
VMware, dramatically lowering
the IT infrastructure costs faced
by Aeronautica Militare.

Accelerate data access
with cacheing

Lowering costs and providing
easy scalability by enabling a
virtualised server infrastructure
with the Syneto ULTRA array as
the main storage node is just
one side of the story. The

Syneto solution also increases
data access times by using the
FlexPool technology to provide
a very fast flash storage layer
which provides
millisecond-latency for data
reads and writes. The ULTRA
hybrid array uses this
technology to take advantage of
the low cost offered by regular
disks and the speed boost of
flash drives without
dramatically increasing the cost
of the entire solution.

Assure Disaster Recovery
with Snapshots

To provide a true Disaster
Recovery capability a second
24TB Syneto array was
deployed. The secondary ARK
Series array is used as a
recipient for data Snapshots
taken on the primary ULTRA
array. The Syneto InstaSnap
technology is used to create
nearly instant,
automatic/scheduled
snapshots of all the data. Using
the same technology the
snapshots are then replicated to

the ARK Series array for safety.
Only changes to the data since
the last transfer are replicated,
making the process very fast
and efﬁcient. With data
replicated across two separate
arrays, true Disaster Recovery is
achieved.

Provide low costs and
easy management

Aeronautica Militare uses
virtualised servers with a
Syneto ULTRA Series as the
main storage and an additional
ARK Series array to which
snapshots are replicated for
disaster recovery. This Syneto
solution further lowers total
ownership costs by only
requiring minimal management
times due to many of the
processes, including snapshots,
replication and VMware
integration being automated.
Syneto Storage OS running on
both arrays is designed from
the start for a high level of
usability which translates into
low management and personnel
costs.

THE SYSTEM
Disaster Recovery +
VMware Integration

Total size:
40TB raw

Syneto Storage OS

ARK Series
ULTRA Series

